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Governors, Deputy Governors and lesser officials. All were appointed
by the Shah who, by his elaborate system of spies, kept himself closely
informed of what they were doing.1 He closely supervised the finances
of the provinces and, indeed, of the whole kingdom ; on arriving at any
important place, he would, if time permitted, go carefully through the
accounts of the local mustaufi or treasury official, whom woe betide if any
mistake or irregularity were found.
In his foreign policy Nadir certainly showed much skill, but in this,
as in everything else, he thought more of the furtherance of his own aims
than of the interests of his people.
In conclusion, it may be said that Nadir ruled Persia as an absolute
monarch, but that he was himself the slave of his own inordinate ambition.
Nadir's Personal A$pearance> Character and Tastes.
Mirza Mahdi gives but little information regarding Nadir's personal
appearance, character and tastes, possibly because he considered such
details as unnecessary or even out-of-place in his official record ; for-
tunately, this omission can be made good from other contemporary
sources.
William Cockell, in his interesting " Personal Description of Nadir "
at the end of Eraser's book, states that he was2:
"... about fifty-five Years, upwards of six Foot high, well proportion'd, of a
very robust Make and Constitution, his Complexion sanguine and mclining to he fat,
but the Fatigue he undergoes prevents it; he has fine large Black-eyes and Eye-
brows ; and, in short, is one of the most comely Men I ever beheld. The Injury
the Sun and Weather have done to his Complexion only gives him a more manly
Aspect."
In his earlier days, Nadir's bodily strength and powers of endurance
were very great, and, when he was campaigning, he would undergo the
same hardships and live on the same simple fare as the common soldiers.8
Muhammad Bakhsh noticed, in May 1739, that Nadir had already
taken to dyeing his beard and moustache black, but remarked upon his
youthful appearance and erect bearing ; he was then just over fifty.4
The portrait which is now at the India Office (see p. 277) below) is pre-
sumably a good likeness of him at that time. Nearly five years later,
'Abdullah ibn Irlusain as-Suwaidi, who was received by Nadir at Najaf,
stated that his face showed the marks of age and senility, that several
of his front teeth were missing, that he appeared to be eighty years of age,
and that his eyes were jaundiced ; he was, however, still handsome.6
1 Eraser, p. 228.	'Eraser, p. 227.
' Ibid,, p. 229.	* See p. 154 above.
* See Professor Schmidt's It Istorii sitnnitsko-sMitsbikh otnosfomi, p. 90.

